We present insights into the behavior of the astronomical 7.7 µm polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) emission complex as gleaned from analyzing synthesized spectra, utilizing the data and tools from the NASA Ames PAH IR Spectroscopic Database. We specifically study the influence of PAH size, charge, aliphatic content and nitrogen substitution on the profile and peak position of the 7.7 µm feature (λ 7.7 ). The 7.7 µm band is known to vary significantly from object-to-object in astronomical observations, but the origin of these variations remains highly speculative. Our results indicate that PAH size can accommodate the largest shift in λ 7.7 ( 0.4 µm), where relatively small PAHs are consistent with class A spectra (N c ≤ 60) while large PAHs are consistent with red/very red class B spectra. Aliphatic PAHs, of which our sample only contains a few, can produce redshifts typically around 0.15 µm; changes in ionization fraction, depending on the species, produce shifts up to 0.1 µm; and nitrogen substitution has no effect on λ 7.7 . Within the limits of our study, the class B→A transition is best explained with a changing PAH size distribution, with a relatively minor role assigned to aliphatic content and varying charge states. The resulting astronomical picture is that the photochemical evolution of PAHs moving from shielded class C/B environments into exposed ISM-like class A environments may be intrinsically different from the reverse class A→B transition of interstellar PAHs being incorporated into newly-forming star systems.
INTRODUCTION
A prominent family of infrared (IR)-emitting molecules in space are the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), which are composed of interlocking hexagonal carbon cycles and typically a peripheral coating of hydrogen atoms. PAHs in the interstellar medium (ISM) and circumstellar environments are thought to contain on average N c = 50 − 100 carbon atoms (e.g., Allamandola et al. 1989 ). Spectroscopically, they can dominate the IR appearance of objects, particularly since their (mid-IR) 3-20 µm emission bands are often observed at very high contrast relative to the continuum (Allamandola et al. 1989) . PAHs are found in many (distinct) environments, including reflection nebulae, planetary nebulae, dusty pre-main sequence objects, the general van Diedenhoven et al. 2004; Matsuura et al. 2014) . The classes are broadly associated with emission peaking near 7.6 (A), 7.8 (B), beyond 8.0 (C), or a broad feature generically coincident with the class A and B positions and a missing 8.6 µm feature (D). Note that a broadband spline continuum has been subtracted from these data. Whether or not an anchor point near 8.2 µm (black dot) is incorporated into the spline determines whether it is a so-called global spline or local spline, respectively. See Section 2.2 for details regarding the continuum determination. We utilize three ISO/SWS sources to represent each class's spectrum: IRAS 23133+6050 (class A), HD 44179 (class B), IRAS 13416-6243 (class C); and one Spitzer/IRS source, IRAS 05110-6616 (class D). The class C spectrum has been smoothed for clarity. Note that the class A-C sources are the prototypes for their classes as presented by Peeters et al. (2002) and van Diedenhoven et al. (2004) .
Spectra illustrating each PAH profile class are shown in Fig. 1 , utilizing data from the Short Wavelength Spectrometer (SWS; de Graauw et al. 1996) of the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO; Kessler et al. 1996) and the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS; Houck et al. 2004 ) of the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004) . A broadband spline continuum has been subtracted from these spectra (see Section 2.2 for details). A spline with an anchor point near 8.2 µm represents a "local" continuum, whereas one without represents the "global" continuum (cf. Peeters et al. 2012) . This distinction only applies to the class A and B spectra as the class C and D spectra are broad and individual subcomponents are difficult to isolate/identify.
Relationships observed between different parameters contain clues about the origin(s) of the class variations: a particularly prominent example is the fact that λ 7.7 is correlated with effective stellar temperature (T eff ) of the irradiating source in many objects ). As T eff decreases, λ 7.7 shifts toward longer wavelengths, which holds for many sources as long as T eff 12000 K. Several studies have now confirmed this relationship (e.g., Boersma et al. 2008; Keller et al. 2008; Smolders et al. 2010) .
However, the question of why there is a correlation between λ 7.7 and T eff for many objects remains an open problem. Suggestions include the destruction of aliphatic-rich material or the evolution of an active chemical balance (Boersma et al. 2008 ). Herbig Ae/Be (HAeBe ) stars are of particular interest for this correlation because they have a mostly limited range of T eff yet span a large range in PAH class, from 7.6 (class A) to as high as 8.4 µm (class C). There appears to be a distinction between isolated HAeBe stars and non-isolated HAeBe stars (i.e., those with surrounding nebulosity). Understanding the difference from one HAeBe system to the next (and their corresponding changes in λ 7.7 ) could be key to understanding the origin of the PAH class transitions.
In this paper we utilize the NASA Ames PAH IR Spectroscopic Database 1 (PAHdb; Boersma et al. 2014b; Bauschlicher et al. 2018; Mattioda et al., in progress) to study the profile and peak position of the 7.7 µm complex for different PAH (sub-)populations. PAHdb is a collection of more than 3,000 theoretically computed spectra and 75 experimentally measured PAH spectra, plus a comprehensive suite of analytical tools and methods. We construct PAH sub-populations from PAHdb by choosing species according to their molecular properties-i.e., size, structure, charge state and composition. We overlay quantities derived from the synthesized spectra on figures showing their observational equivalent, specifically λ 7.7 v.s. T eff and λ 7.7 v.s. the 6.2/11.2 µm PAH band strength ratio, for direct comparison. We aim to characterize the chemical and physical changes in the PAH populations as the PAH class changes, and place these results in the context of the λ 7.7 vs. T eff relationship and the life-cycle of aromatic material through the different phases of stellar evolution.
We construct synthetic PAH spectra in Section 2 and examine their λ 7.7 behavior in Section 3. These lead into a discussion of the astronomical context and its relevance in Section 4, including a summary of the evolution of aromatic material through the different stages of the star-and planet-forming process. We finish with a brief summary of our results and conclusions in Section 5.
2. λ 7.7 IN SYNTHESIZED PAH SPECTRA The NASA Ames PAH IR Spectroscopic Database contains large libraries of theoretically-calculated and experimentally-measured PAH spectra for a variety of PAH sizes, structures, ionization states and atomic (heterogeneous) substitutions. We make use of version 3.00 of the library of computed spectra of PAHdb (Bauschlicher et al. 2018) and select molecular subsets to study the behavior of λ 7.7 as a function of different molecular parameters. For all reported measurements we require, for the purpose of consistency, that the synthetic spectra we create (and analyze) look qualitatively similar to astronomical PAH spectra. That is, the major bands at 6.2, 7.7 and 11.2 µm should be clearly visible, as well as their broad underlying plateaus.
Assumptions and parameters
We construct synthetic PAH spectra from PAHdb in the following manner:
1. Take the collection of "astronomical" PAHs from Bauschlicher et al. (2018) and 2. identify the subset that satisfies a chosen criterion (e.g., N c ≥ 90) with the restriction that both its singly cationic and neutral spectra must be available, then 3. assume a size distribution, 4. assume an excitation energy, 5. apply a PAH emission model, and lastly, 6. assume a PAH ionization fraction.
The astronomical PAH size distribution is often considered to be that of the dust grain size distribution extended into the molecular domain (Tielens 2005) . The grain size distribution is represented by the power-law dn da ∝ a −β , where n is the number density of grains, a is the radius and β is the power-law index, typically assumed to be 3.5 for interstellar dust grains (the MRN distribution; Mathis et al. 1977) . Note that the MRN size distribution was defined for species considerably larger than PAH molecules (i.e., a 50Å versus a 10Å, respectively). We vary β between 0.0-4.0 to determine its influence on the synthesized PAH spectra. We compute an effective radius a eff for use in the MRN power-law by computing a eff = (A/π) 0.5 , where A is the PAH surface area determined through simply counting rings; n rings × A single ring . A histogram of the distribution of PAH sizes is presented in Fig. 2 for several choices of β, which captures the relative change in the PAH size distribution. It should be noted that there are a (relatively) limited number of PAH species in PAHdb with more than 50 carbon atoms that meet all of the criteria set out above. Example spectra demonstrating the effect of varying β are presented in the upper panel of Fig. 3 . We have averaged the spectral contribution from species with the same a eff to prevent double-weighting species with greater representation in PAHdb than other species. In other words, each PAH size is represented by the average spectrum from all PAHs of that size. Subsequently, each bin is represented by the average spectrum from the spectra in that bin.
In the emission model the PAHs are each excited by a single 5 eV photon and the entire emission cascade is taken into account when calculating the emerging spectrum; see citetboersma2013 for specifics. The choice of 5 eV appears somewhat arbitrary, but as will be explored later in the paper (Sections 2.2 and 4.1), the shape of the 7.7 µm complex is insensitive to the choice of photon energy.
A redshift of 15 cm −1 is adopted to mimic some anharmonic effects, a common choice found in the literature (see , their Section 3, for a brief discussion). We compute spectra using both Lorentzian and Gaussian line profiles, which makes a minor to negligible difference in the resulting spectra, except for systematically introducing a large broadband continuum component in the Lorentzian case. We have chosen to display the results utilizing the Lorentzian line profile with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 15 cm −1 . Some of the limitations associated with the above choices are addressed in Section 4.4.
We can synthesize spectra at any desired ionization fraction (f i ≡ n PAH + /(n PAH 0 +n PAH + )); see Fig. 3 (lower panel) for some examples. At low ionization fractions there is minimal emission in the 6-9 µm region, generally making the determination of λ 7.7 unreliable. In our analysis, we therefore limit ourselves to ionization fractions of 30% or greater, i.e., f i ≥ 0.30.
In total, our sample consists of 125 'pure' PAHsi.e., those with no aliphatic sidegroups and no heteroatom substitutions-for which both the neutral and singly charged cation's spectra are available. We also include a sample of 16 superhydrogenated PAHs and 25 Radiant energy (scaled) Figure 3 . Impact of parameter choice on the synthesized PAH spectra (shown here for the pure PAHs in our sample). Top: the power-law index β is varied between 0.0-4.0 at a fixed ionization fraction of fi = 0.75. Higher values of β emphasize the contribution from smaller-sized PAHs (cf. Fig. 2) . Bottom: the ionization fraction (fi) is varied while holding the power-law index fixed at β = 0.0. To make reliable measurements of λ7.7, we require fi ≥ 0.30, as the neutral spectrum is typically devoid of a well-defined 7.7 µm band. For presentation purposes the spectra in each panel are normalized to the spectrum with the maximum peak radiant energy. See Section 2.1 for details.
PAHs with aliphatic sidegroups. PAHs with heteroatom substitutions of nitrogen (PANHs) are also considered. They total 33 molecules and are all small at N c ≤ 23. In total over 2,000 spectra were synthesized.
Methods
The distinct astronomical mid-IR PAH emission features reside on broad underlying plateaus, on top of emission from, for example, warm dust, small heated grains and starlight. Several methods have been developed to separate the PAH features from these "continuum" components. One commonly used method in the literature is to distinguish the broad underlying emission from the PAH features by fitting a spline through a series of fixed anchor points. (e.g., Van Kerckhoven et al. 2000; Hony et al. 2001; Peeters et al. 2002; Galliano et al. 2008; Boersma et al. 2014a; Peeters et al. 2017; Shannon et al. 2018) . Other methods include fitting Drude profiles (e.g., PAHFIT; Smith et al. 2007) or Lorentzian profiles Boulanger et al. 1998; Galliano et al. 2008) . As a consequence, these methods assign portions of the un-derlying plateau and broad band continuum emission to the overlapping broad wings characteristic of these profiles. On occasion, individual bands are decomposed with Gaussian profiles to probe spectral substructure (e.g., Shannon et al. 2016; Peeters et al. 2017; Stock & Peeters 2017) , including the 7.7 µm complex, but highresolution observations are generally better suited for this approach.
Although different methods lead to different implied band intensities, astronomical PAH band strength ratios and conclusions derived therefrom are largely insensitive to the chosen method (e.g., Galliano et al. 2008; Peeters et al. 2017) .
Here, we treat our synthesized spectra broadly as "astronomical" spectra and adopt the spline method to isolate the distinct PAH features from any broader underlying plateau and continuum components. This implies that we consider part of the plateau and continuum emission to originate from PAHs in genuine astronomical spectra. After determining the shape of the underlying broadband emission, we tested four methods for measuring λ 7.7 . The simplest approach is to identify the wavelength at which the feature peaks. A slightly more sophisticated approach is to identify the barycenter (cf. Sloan et al. 2007 ), i.e., the wavelength at which the area under the band is halved, also known as the first moment. This approach converges with the results of the first method as the symmetry of the band increases. We also tested a 2-Gaussian and 4-Gaussian decomposition, mimicking the methods of Sloan et al. (2007) and Peeters et al. (2017) , respectively. It is noted that the 7.6/7.8 µm band ratio is sometimes used as a PAH class indicator as well (e.g., Boersma et al. 2010 Boersma et al. , 2014a . However, this measure does not allow for a direct comparison with the classification scheme set out by Peeters et al. (2002) and used by others.
Of the four methods considered, we were able to establish that the choice of method has little effect on the λ 7.7 measurements. The results presented from here onwards are based on the barycenter method. Given the grid on which we model our spectra and the uncertainties involved with drawing the continua, we estimate an accuracy of ±0.01 µm on λ 7.7 .
RESULTS
In Section 3.1 we first present results in which no inherent size distribution (β=0.0) is assumed, i.e., all sizes contribute equally. In Section 3.2, we examine the impact of imposing a PAH size distribution (i.e., varying β). In Sections 3.3-3.5 we present λ 7.7 results from considering different PAH subclasses (i.e., the presence of aliphatic material, nitrogenation, and dehydrogenation). Figure 4 . Demonstration of the approach used to determine λ7.7 in our synthesized PAH emission spectra. The broadband emission is fit with a spline (dashed line) defined by a series of anchor points (black dots). The 7.7 µm PAH band is integrated within the shaded region. The barycenter of the feature (λ7.7= 7.96 ± 0.01 µm here) is denoted by the vertical red line. Note that the thickness of the line is about the estimated uncertainty. See Section 2.2 for details.
3.1. The effect of PAH size and charge state on λ 7.7
We start out by segregating the species in our sample of pure PAHs by number of carbon atoms (N c ), where N c is used as a proxy for PAH size. PAHs are collected into bins of ∆N c = 30 (i.e., N c ≤ 30, 30 < N c ≤ 60, etc.). Next, two cases are considered: 1. dropping PAH sizes starting at the large end, and 2. conversely dropping PAH sizes starting at the small end. Figs. 5 & 6 present the evolution of the synthesized spectra as certain PAH sizes are dropped and at a fixed ionization fraction of f i = 0.4. The latter figure shows the results when subtracting the broadband spline continuum, depicted in the former figure, from the spectra and makes a direct comparison with the prototypical spectra of the astronomical PAH classes. as more-and-more larger PAHs are dropped. λ 7.7 start out as high as 7.95 µm and generally shows good agreement with the astronomical class B spectrum. When only considering the smallest PAHs, i.e., N c ≤ 30 or N c ≤ 60, λ 7.7 is consistent with a class A position at 7.5-7.6 µm but with a stronger 8.6 µm band relative to the 7.7 µm feature and blueshifted by ∼0.05 µm from the nominal class A position (7.6 µm). Fig. 6 present the results when dropping PAH sizes starting from the small end. We observe a mild monotonic redshift of λ 7.7 as more-and-more small PAHs are dropped, but not as profound as the blueshifts seen in Case 1. λ 7.7 starts out at ∼7.9 µm and generally shows good agreement with the astronomical class B spectrum. When only considering the largest PAHs (e.g., those with N c ≥ 120 or N c ≥ 150), λ 7.7 shifts into the 7.98-8.00 µm range and remains consistent with astronomical class B PAH spectra. At no point is similarity with the class C profile achieved.
Thus overall, changes in the PAH ionization fraction only introduce a small shift in λ 7.7 , generally comparable to changing the large end cut-off by ∆N c = 30. We note that the wavelength shift of λ 7.7 as a function of N c is monotonic when considering bins of ∆N c = 30. This trend holds when examining the dataset with finer granularity (e.g., ∆N c = 20), but at the threshold of ∆N c = 10, one runs into sampling issues as the PAHs in our sample are not equally represented across all N c (see Fig. 2 ).
The effect of β on λ 7.7
We now impose a PAH size distribution by varying β (see Section 2.1). As illustrated in Fig. 2 , increasing β will quickly emphasize the contribution from small PAHs. This can be observed in Fig. 6 , where the spectra for β = 4.0 (when considering all the pure PAHs) have a λ 7.7 near 7.55 µm, whereas for β = 0.0 λ 7.7 is near 7.95 µm. By examining different small-size and largesize cut-offs of our sample (cf. Section 3.1), we verify that PAH size is responsible for this large shift in λ 7.7 . Due to the nature of the power-law size distribution, the removal of small PAHs (with non-zero β values) leads to significant changes in the synthesized spectra (Fig. 6 ). Conversely, very little happens when large PAHs are removed instead. We note that the strengths of the 8.6 µm band (relative to the 7.7 µm band) in the synthesized spectra are higher than observed in astronomical spectra. Qualitatively, the spectra show good agreement with the astronomical class A and B spectra. Fig. 7 summarizes the position of λ 7.7 as a function of ionization fraction and β for our sample and all its subsets. Naturally, high values of β enhance the contribution from small PAHs, which tend to peak near the astronomical class A position. Thus, higher values of β are linked to a blueshifted λ 7.7 peak position, while lower values of β allow a greater contribution from large PAHs, which redshift λ 7.7 .
3.3. The effect of aliphatic-bonded material on λ 7.7
Our sample contains a group of 16 superhydrogenated and a group of 25 PAHs with aliphatic sidegroups (subject to the restriction that both the neutral and singly ionized spectra should be present). While these are few in number, they are potentially important subsets as variations in aliphatic content was suggested by Sloan et al. (2007) to explain the evolution of λ 7.7 with T eff .
Our λ 7.7 results are summarized in Fig. 8 . For large superhydrogenated PAHs (90 < N c ≤ 120), we observe that λ 7.7 varies from 7.82-7.85 µm, where a higher ionization fraction is associated with a blueshifted λ 7.7 . The small superhydrogenated PAHs (N c ≤ 30) are systematically blueshifted from the large molecules, spanning approximately 7.57−7.62 µm. Clearly, size is again important in determining λ 7.7 .
The synthesized spectra of PAHs with sidegroups also show a strong separation by size: small PAHs with sidegroups (N c ≤ 30) peak between 7.57-7.61 µm, while large species (90 < N c ≤ 120) peak between 7.76-7.80 µm, depending on ionization fraction. Intermediate-sized PAHs with aliphatic sidegroups (30 < N c ≤ 60) are somewhat atypical, spanning 7.73-7.88 µm, with a stronger dependence on ionization than the other subsets. This is likely due to the limited number of PAHs with aliphatic sidegroups in our sample, as it is hard to average-out variations between specific molecules. Nonetheless, PAHs with aliphatic sidegroups generally behave like superhydrogenated PAHs. The astronomical class A and B positions (roughly 7.6 and 7.8 µm, respectively) are easily reproduced by these species, and red B positions at certain ionization fractions, but the astronomical class C remains elusive (λ 7.7 ≥ 8 µm). We conclude by stating that variations in PAH size of these molecules can account for a total shift of up to ∼0.25-0.30 µm, and ionization fraction a shift of up to ∼0.15 µm (though typically less).
The effect of nitrogenation on λ 7.7
We consider the influence of nitrogen substitution into the PAH skeletal structure on λ 7.7 in Fig. 8 . Note that these species are all relatively small with less than 24 carbon atoms. We find that these PANHs are almost completely insensitive to changes in ionization fraction, with λ 7.7 being nearly constant at 7.57 µm. As such, the PANHs here solely match the astronomical class A spectrum.
3.5. The effect of dehydrogenation on λ 7.7
We also examined the synthesized spectra (cf. Section 2.2) of dehydrogenated PAHs (see also Mackie et al. 2015) . We selected the four fully dehydrogenated PAHs from the library of computed spectra of PAHdb for Figure 5 . Synthesized PAH emission spectra for a fixed ionization fraction of fi=0.40 and a fixed β = 0.0. λ7.7 is measured within the shaded region and is denoted by the black diamond symbols. The sample of synthesized spectra is truncated by excluding large species (Case 1, left panel) or small species (Case 2, right panel), as measured by the number of carbon atoms (Nc). The dashed lines show a spline fit to the broadband emission underlying the more distinct PAH features. A summary of results for λ7.7 versus ionization fraction for multiple PAH sizes is presented in Fig. 7 . See Section 3.1 for details.
which both the neutral and singly charged spectra are available (i.e., C 24 , C 54 , C 66 , and C 96 ).
There is significant spectral variability in these spectra, including features that are not seen in the astronomical spectra. As such, reliably quantifying λ 7.7 turned out to be impossible. However, two interesting characteristics were observed in these spectra: 1. As the ionization fraction increases, a broad emission band grows near 8 µm having a FWHM 0.7 µm, and 2. A narrow emission band centered around 8.25 µm remains unchanged in both position and intensity with changing ionization fraction, i.e., 0 ≤ f i ≤ 1.
The presence of features that are not mirrored by the astronomical observations necessitates a healthy degree of skepticism, but these species have a 7.7 µm band with a very red class B appearance.
DISCUSSION
We discuss our results by first providing the astronomical context in Section 4.1, which is followed by a discussion of the molecular factors that affect λ 7.7 in Section 4.2. PAH excitation/destruction and its effect on λ 7.7 is discussed in Section 4.3, after which the limitations of our study are considered (Section 4.4). Lastly, in Section 4.5 we paint the picture of aromatic evolution through the different stages of the star-and planet formation process.
Astronomical context
Based on a sample of astronomical spectra spanning a variety of objects types, Sloan et al. (2007) were able to show that there is a correlation between λ 7.7 and the effective temperature (T eff ) of the irradiating star. This correlation is said to reflect the chemical evolution of the PAH populations due to UV photo-processing (from class C→B→A). In other words, class C environments would have a predominance of unprocessed material, and over time, this material would evolve to look like typical ISM class A PAH spectra. From the analysis of spatial-spectral maps, Bregman & Temi (2005) showed that in reflection nebulae, more UV exposure shifts the 7.7 band towards shorter wavelengths. Sloan et al. (2007) propose the molecular changes that drive the spectral evolution is the destruction of aliphaticbonded material when transitioning from benign class C to harsher class A environments.
Several other studies have confirmed the correlation between λ 7.7 and T eff and have posited alternative explanations for the PAH class transition beyond the aliphatic hypothesis (e.g., Keller et al. 2008; Boersma et al. 2008; Cerrigone et al. 2009; Acke et al. 2010; Smolders et al. 2010; Sloan et al. 2014; Maaskant et al. 2014; Seok & Li 2017; Blasberger et al. 2017; Raman et al. 2017; Lazareff et al. 2017) . These alternative explanations invoke vari- Comparison of continuum-subtracted synthesized PAH emission spectra (at a fixed ionization fraction of fi = 0.40) to the prototypical astronomical class A, B and C spectra. The spectra for two values of the power-law index β are shown: β = 0.0 (in the blue shading), which allows strong contributions from large PAHs, and β = 4.0 (in the orange shading), which emphasizes the emission from the smaller PAHs. NB the brownish color arises from the overlap of the blue and orange spectra. Note the disparity between class C and all other spectra. See Section 3.1 for details.
able PAH sizes and/or size distributions ); changes in ionization fraction (Bauschlicher et al. 2008 ); or perhaps heteroatom substitution, which is considered important by some to explain the class A 6.2 µm band position Hudgins et al. 2005) . Fig. 9 reproduces the correlation between λ 7.7 and T eff for a sample of sources we collected from the literature (e.g., Peeters et al. 2002; Sloan et al. 2007; Keller et al. 2008; see Table. 1 in the appendix for a full list of references). This collection contains data on a variety of pre-and post-main sequence objects, including a considerable number of HAeBe stars. These data originate from spectroscopic observations acquired by Spitzer/IRS and ISO/SWS. In the figure we identify a horizontal spread of sources near λ 7.7 7.6 µm from approximately T eff 47,000-14,000 K; a "knee" around 14000 K; and a generally linear trend of increasing λ 7.7 as T eff continues to decrease. A few planetary nebulae do not match the overall trend due to their high T eff . The numerous sources at λ 7.7 7.6 µm predominately consist of H ii-regions, with a few reflection nebulae, a few sources of questionable object type 2 , and a few nonisolated HAeBe stars. Isolated HAeBe stars generally exhibit peak positions between ∼7.8-8.4 µm and follow a linear trend (see Fig. 9 , right panel, for an expanded view). The isolated and non-isolated HAeBe systems appear to overlap in the class B→A transition region (7.6-7.8 µm). Red giant and post-AGB stars also fall upon the linear trend line at low T eff , apart from one post-AGB object (IRAS 16279-4757) . Fig. 9 also shows the results from varying the PAH size distribution via β on λ 7.7 . Here we considered all pure PAHs in our sample and a fixed ionization fraction of f i = 0.70, though the results are quite insensitive to ionization state (cf. Fig. 7) . The effective stellar temperature (T eff ) is used to describe a blackbody, which is subsequently multiplied with the PAH-specific absorption cross-section as described by Draine & Li (2007) to derive an average excitation energy. From thereon, the synthetic spectra are constructed as outlined in Section 2.1.
The class A sources with λ 7.7 7.6 µm generally match a population dominated by small or relatively small PAHs, which arises for β 2.5. This is somewhat counter-intuitive, as large PAHs are generally considered more stable than their smaller counterparts and are thus expected to be better represented in the harsher environments of these ISM-type objects. The class B (∼7.8 µm) and very red class B sources (approaching 8.0 µm), which are generally circumstellar-type environments, reflect a moderate to strong contribution from larger PAHs. PAHs are commonly considered to be an extension of the grain size distribution into the molecular domain, which reflects the intimate relationship between PAHs and the larger grains (see e.g., Tielens 2005) . The fact that smaller PAHs contribute near 7.6 µm and larger PAHs near 7.8 µm is intrinsic to the PAHs considered in this study and has previously been pointed out by, e.g., Bauschlicher et al. (2008 . Thus even if the PAH size distribution would not follow a power-law relationship, this intrinsic dichotomy would always result in a redder λ 7.7 when the population is comprised of a greater number of large PAHs relative to small PAHs. Note that varying the ionization fraction f i does not move away from the fact that redder λ 7.7 positions are associated with larger PAHs.
Herbig Ae/Be stars
As can be clearly seen from Fig. 9 , HAeBe stars occupy a special place in the λ 7.7 vs. T eff relationship. HAeBe stars have a limited range in T eff , but span a wide range in λ 7.7 and provide a smooth transition between the class C and B regimes. HAeBe systems are the pre-main sequence precursors of intermediate-mass stars (2-8 M ) of spectral types B, A and F (Herbig 1960) . Such systems house a circumstellar disk and are in some cases still enshrouded by their natal envelope. Boersma et al. (2008) suggest that the smooth class B→A transition could be due to a varying degree of class B and A-like material in the telescope beam (e.g., from the disk and cloud, respectively). However, while the class C→A transition for the conversion of post-AGB star material into ISM material suits an evolutionary interpretation (cf. Section 4.1), this is not the case when transitioning 'back' to class B circumstellar disk material.
Protoplanetary disks are important environments in the view of chemical complexity, as molecules are released from icy grains and formed, destroyed and reformed. The disk itself provides shielding from the protostar, and thus a generally subdued environment for chemical reactions. Simple molecules such as CO 2 , NH 3 and HCN have been observed in HAeBe systems proving active, ongoing chemistry (Henning & Semenov 2013) . Therefore, ongoing active chemistry in the disk provides a compelling explanation for what drives the PAHs, in an evolutionary sense, 'back' from class A→B. 4.1.2. The 6.2/11.2 µm PAH band strength ratio and λ7.7
The 6.2/11.2 µm PAH band strength ratio is a qualitative measure of the PAH ionization fraction (e.g., Allamandola et al. 1999) . We measure the 6.2 and 11.2 µm PAH band strengths after subtracting the broadband emission from our synthesized pure PAH emission spectra (cf. Section 3.1).
In Fig. 10 we take our entire observational dataset, plot the 6.2/11.2 µm PAH band strength ratio vs. λ 7.7 , and compare it to measurements of the same quantities on our synthesized spectra. We vary β and the ionization fraction (f i ). The figure shows a natural congregation of sources near the 7.6 µm (class A) position, generally from H ii-regions (compact and otherwise), some post-AGB stars, reflection nebulae and a few included galaxies. PAHs with values of β ≥ 2.5 are consistent with this cluster of data points. In general, increasing PAH size is associated with a shift towards the upper left (generally higher λ 7.7 and lower 6.2/11.2). As expected, the 6.2/11.2 ratio is well correlated with the ionization fraction (f i ), as variations in f i are linked to a mostly horizontal spread of 6.2/11.2 for any particular β.
Compared to Fig. 9 , there is noticeable scatter for the data points that do not fall on the λ 7.7 =7.6 µm line, especially for the HAeBe stars. This suggests that the factors that determine λ 7.7 in HAeBe stars is different from those in other objects. By varying β, pure PAHs can capture the B→A transition, but not from class C→B. The class B and C sources themselves do not show a clear trend between λ 7.7 and the 6.2/11.2 µm PAH band strength ratio, though we note that the highest λ 7.7 values are only present at low 6.2/11.2 ratios.
Molecular factors affecting λ 7.7
Size. -We find that overall, and within any given PAH subclass, size is the most important driver of λ 7.7 . Varying PAH size produces the largest shifts, generally from 7.6 to almost 8.0 µm. Bauschlicher et al. (2008 Figure 9 . Left: λ7.7 vs. T eff for our sample astronomical observations from the literature (Table 1) . They are over-plotted on measurements of λ7.7 on synthesized PAH emission spectra. These spectra were synthesized using our sample of pure PAHs at a fixed ionization fraction of fi = 0.70 (cf. Section 3.1) and varying β values (indicated by the red-blue shading). Note that the results for β = 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0 overlap. See also Fig. 7 . Right: Zoom-in on the outlined (dashed) region in the left panel, where λ7.7 increases significantly over a narrow range in T eff , encompassing mainly HAeBe stars. The best-fit line (blue) to the data and its equation are also shown. Note that this panel is plotted on a linear scale, unlike the left panel which uses a logarithmic scale. See Section 4.1 for details. f i Figure 10 . λ7.7 vs. the 6.2/11.2 µm PAH band strength ratio as determined for our sample of astronomical observations (Table 1) . We also show the results from our synthesized pure PAH spectra as a function of β (red-blue shading) and ionization fraction (fi). The (mostly) horizontal span for a given β reflects the variation in the degree of ionization. See Section 4.1.2 for details.
find that the 7.7 µm band is generally explained by a mixture of cation and anion contributions from large PAHs (near 7.8 µm) and small PAHs (near 7.6 µm). In other words, the class A and B differences would be driven by different mean PAH sizes (small and large, respectively, as demarcated by N c = 100; ). As far as class C is concerned, the maximum λ 7.7 we measure (∼7.98 µm) are from synthesized spectra with a strong contribution from very large PAHs (N c ≥ 150). Per Ricca et al. (2012) , PAHs of this size produce 6-9 µm emission that is complex and generally inconsistent with the overall simplicity of the astronomical spectra. However, PAHs of these sizes could still be present at low abundance when mixed in with PAHs of smaller size (see, e.g., Fig. 6 ). Database-fitting of astronomical spectra also show that small PAHs are important for emission near 7.6 µm and large PAHs for emission near 7.8 µm (e.g., Cami 2011; Boersma et al. 2013) .
In contrast, Seok & Li (2017) analyzed spectra of 14 T Tauri stars and 55 HAeBe stars with the astro-PAH model of Li & Draine (2001) and Draine & Li (2007) , finding that decreasing PAH sizes are associated with a redshift of the 7.7 µm band. This finding might well be an effect of the semi-empirical nature of the astro-PAH model they used. Directly relating measurements of PAH size, using the 3.3/11.2 µm PAH band strength ratio, with λ 7.7 should elucidate matters.
Aliphatic content. -Aliphatic emission bands are quite common in astronomical observations: the 3.4 µm aliphatic C-H stretching mode and the 6.9 and 7.25 µm bands are seen in many objects (e.g., Goto et al. 2003 Goto et al. , 2007 Sloan et al. 2007; Acke et al. 2010; Sloan et al. 2014; Matsuura et al. 2014; Materese et al. 2017 , Jensen et al. 2018 . Aliphatics in PAHs can be present in the form of additional hydrogen attachment (superhydrogenated PAHs), which breaks the local aromaticity, or the attachment of aliphatic sidegroups, such as a methyl group. As previously stated, Sloan et al. (2007) suggest that the variations in λ 7.7 may reflect different aliphatic-to-aromatic ratios: class C objects would have an abundance of (volatile) aliphatic-bonded material, while class A objects have a relatively low fraction of aliphatics. The premise then is that class A environments contain PAHs that have been exposed to UV photo-processing and the relatively weak aliphatic bonds are preferentially destroyed relative to the aromatic bonds. Class B PAH profiles would represent an intermediate photo-processing stage. In terms of direct astronomical support, Goto et al. (2003) showed that the intensity of the aliphatic 3.4 µm band relative to the aromatic 3.3 µm band (I 3.4 /I 3.3 ) varies with distance from the irradiating star, suggestive of a natural balance between stable aromatic material and relatively volatile aliphatic bonds. In general, astronomical observations show a I 3.4 /I 3.3 varying between 0.06 and 0.20 (Schutte et al. 1993) . Li & Draine (2012) showed that these ratios indicate that <15% of the carbon atoms contributing to the PAH emission bands are in aliphatic form. Taking the average per-bond integrated crosssections for an aliphatic (A 3.4 = 2.7 × 10 −18 cm) and aromatic (A 3.3 = 4.0 × 10 −18 cm) C-H bond, we can calculate an estimated I 3.4 /I 3.3 ratio for the species in our sample. We find that I 3.4 /I 3.3 0.18 ± 0.07 for those PAHs with aliphatic sidegroups. The superhydrogenated PAHs have noticeably stronger aliphatic emission features with I 3.4 /I 3.3 0.65 ± 0.37.
Within our sample, we identify that small (N c ≤ 30) superhydrogenated PAHs are systematically redshifted from the λ 7.7 positions of small pure PAHs (cf. Section 3.3). Likewise, small PAHs with aliphatic sidegroups have λ 7.7 positions that are redshifted from small pure PAHs. These shifts are generally ∼0.1 µm, which is half the distance between class A (7.6 µm), B (7.8 µm) and C (≥ 8.0 µm). When considering larger species, little to no shift is present: λ 7.7 measured on large superhydrogenated PAHs and PAHs with sidegroups are generally indistinguishable from their non-aliphatic counterparts. Thus again, we find that differences in size produce λ 7.7 offsets (∼0.2 µm) that are larger than the redshift incurred by introducing aliphatic components (∼0.1 µm).
In the literature, some tentative links between PAH class and aliphatic abundance have been presented. The aliphatic-to-aromatic flux ratio seems to increase as λ 7.7 varies from 7.9 to 8.1 µm (Acke et al. 2010, their Fig. 16 ). In addition, the classification of the 6.2 µm PAH band, which generally mimics the redshifting nature of the 7.7 µm band (but on a much smaller wavelength span), has been linked to aliphatics by Pino et al. (2008) . These authors performed absorption spectroscopy of soot samples and found that a redshift of the 6.2 µm band is linked to an increasing number of aliphatic-to-aromatic groups. That said, it is not yet entirely clear how aliphatics relate to class C PAH spectra.
Edge structure. -The geometry of the PAHs may be relevant for determining λ 7.7 . The presence of hydrogen is expected to affect the 7.7 µm band since it originates (in part) from in-plane C-H vibrations. It is unclear if hydrogen adjacency could have an indirect effect on λ 7.7 , but without question the smaller PAHs in our sample represent a much larger variety in edge structure and therefore hydrogen adjacency class compared to larger PAHs, which are predominantly symmetric/compact. Additionally, changes in edge structure are more easily induced in smaller PAHs. Thus, biases in our sample (and PAHdb itself) may be responsible for the discontinuity we find between class A sources and large PAHs.
PAHs with bay regions are an interesting subset of species when it concerns the astronomical class C profile. As shown by Peeters et al. (2017, their Fig. 22 ) the presence of bays has a strong influence on the emerging spectrum. In particular, the PAH C 138 H 30 with six bay regions 3 has an unusual spectrum. It exhibits a single strong peak near 8.2 µm, on a modestly broad pedestal. Its appearance is similar to that of the prototypical class C spectrum, though the class C spectrum seems to have more broadband emission (cf. Fig. 1 ).
Other factors. -It is possible that dehydrogenation affects λ 7.7 as 7.7 µm emission is partially attributed to C-H in-plane vibrations, and we observed a broad 8 µm band in the spectra of the fully dehydrogenated PAHs C 24 , C 54 , C 66 , and C 96 (see also Bauschlicher & Ricca 2013) . However, there is generally such a high degree of volatility in the spectra of dehydrogenated PAHs (Mackie et al. 2015) that it is hard to form direct links between λ 7.7 and specific astronomical PAH populations-unless a scenario akin to the grandPAH hypothesis is invoked (Andrews et al. 2015, i .e., astronomical PAH spectra may be dominated by only a few species of very stable 'prefered' PAHs).
Turning to composition, nitrogen-substituted PAHs or PANHs are a commonly considered class of heteroatomic PAHs (Hudgins et al. 2005; Bauschlicher et al. 2008 ). We measured λ 7.7 for the PANHs present in our sample and found they all exhibited class A (λ 7.7 7.6 µm) peak positions, with essentially no variation in λ 7.7 as a function of ionization fraction. Other atomic substitutions, including Mg and Fe are possible. Mgincorporated PAHs display strong emission in the 35-40 µm range (Bauschlicher & Ricca 2009 ), but as yet are not linked to changes in λ 7.7 (if present at all; see also Hudgins et al. 2005 who examined the 6.2 µm band).
λ 7.7 and implied PAH sizes
From an astronomical standpoint, the class A population is expected to be associated with the largest (i.e., the most stable) PAHs. However, our results and, e.g., Bauschlicher et al. (2008 , show that class A spectra are linked to small PAHs (N c ≤ 60). Motivated by this, we examine additional factors affecting the 7.7 µm PAH complex and the implied astronomical PAH size distributions.
PAH excitation. -First, we examine and reflect on the role PAH excitation has on λ 7.7 as a function of PAH size. We begin by reiterating the fact that size has a direct influence on the resulting PAH emission spectrum. For instance, compare coronene (C 24 H 12 ) to circumcircumcoronene (C 96 H 24 ). Upon absorbing a (e.g.,) 5 eV photon, coronene attains a maximum temperature of approximately 1140 K, whereas circumcircumcoronene only reaches ∼550 K (when using the thermal approximation; see e.g., Verstraete et al. 2001; Boersma et al. 2014b ). Consequently, differences in their emission spectra are expected. Consider the relative energy emitted in the 7.7 µm complex as a fraction of the total absorbed energy for these two PAHs (denoted by f 7.7 ). We present f 7.7 as a function of absorbed photon energy between 3-12 eV in Figure 11 . We compute f 7.7 by integrating the emission between two fixed wavelengths (7.2 and 8.1 µm). Neutral coronene emits approximately 10% of its absorbed energy in the 7.7 µm band (f 7.7 0.10), whereas neutral C 96 H 24 is markedly lower at 6% (f 7.7 0.06). When ionized, f 7.7 is near 30% for both molecules, with the larger circumcircumcoronene now emitting a slightly higher fraction of its energy in the 7.7 µm complex. For both cations, there is a very weak dependence on photon energy, generally at the subpercent level. The takeaway is that the relative energy emitted through the 7.7 µm band is highly dependent on ionization state, weaker on size and practically insensitive to the energy of the absorbed photon (cf. Fig. 11 ).
Fitting. -We consider the relative abundances of small and large PAHs needed to match the astronomical observations. Specifically, we fit our prototypical class A and B profiles with two (synthesized) template spectra, one representing "small" PAHs and the other "large" PAHs. We take the β = 0.0 case. As such, we find good fits Figure 11 . Fractional energy emitted in the 7.7 µm band (f7.7) for coronene (C24H18) and circumcircumcoronene (C96H24) after absorbing photons of different energies (3-12 eV; upper panel). The fractional energy (f7.7) was computed by integrating the emission between 7.2 and 8.1 µm. The relative change in f7.7 (in percent) is shown for 1 eV increments (lower panel). See Section 4.3 for details.
to the astronomical spectra when the boundary between large and small is set at N c = 90. The effective PAH size within the small PAH group is N c = 45 and within the large group, N c = 165, which we will call the effective PAH sizes for small and large PAHs, respectively.
The best fit to the class A observational spectrum, at f i = 0.7, shows that the needed ratio of small-to-large PAHs is approximately 80, i.e., almost no contribution from large PAHs. If we take this ratio, in conjunction with our effective PAH sizes, we calculate the powerlaw index for a size distribution that fit these data. We find that this distribution of PAH sizes can be described by a power-law with β 6.75. This is clearly much steeper than the MRN distribution (β = 3.5), though this is to be expected in this case, as the large molecules are not needed for a good fit. In contrast, small PAHs are needed to produce a good fit to the astronomical class B spectrum. We find that approximately 1.8 times as many small-to-large PAHs are needed to best fit the class B spectrum (which we find to occur at f i = 0.3). In spite of the fact that the 7.8 µm emission is generally carried by large PAHs, a greater number of small species are needed to reproduce the observational 7.7 µm band. The associated size distribution for this ratio (1.8:1) is quite flat with β 0.96.
Photo-destruction. -Photo-destruction could be very important in understanding the predominance of small PAHs in class A spectra. That is, could the conversion of large PAHs into smaller PAHs produce enough small PAHs such that their summed spectrum appears as class A? Montillaud et al. (2013) modeled the evolution of PAHs using the Meudon PDR code (Le Petit et al. 2006; Le Bourlot et al. 2012) and found that much of it is driven by (multi-)photon absorption events, notably in the diffuse ISM. Nonetheless, the evolutionary timescales they determined approach, in many cases, the dynamic timescale of the system. Hence, it becomes difficult to reconcile a simple scenario in which larger PAHs are photo-destroyed into smaller PAHs in light of results from current PAH evolution models. Notably, the photo-destruction pathway for PAHs is first dehydrogenation and then subsequently losing C 2 groups (Irle et al. 2006; Berné et al. 2015; Castellanos et al. 2018 and references therein).
Limitations
The results and their interpretation presented here are inherently tied to the contents and breadth of the data that are contained in the spectroscopic libraries of PAHdb and the accuracy of the employed PAH emission model. As far as the content and breadth of the spectral libraries are concerned, it is very difficult to fully and quantitatively assess the influence of their (in)completeness on the derived results. Furthermore, the analysis presented here places beyond that of "astronomical" PAHs (cf. Bauschlicher et al. 2018 ) the additional constraint that both the PAH's singly charged cation and neutral spectrum needs to be available. This reduces the pool of PAH spectra under consideration from 1,877 to just under 250 and explicitly ignores any potential contribution from PAH anions to the 7.7 µm PAH complex. Although the presence of PAH anions in space has been suggested (e.g., Bregman & Temi 2005; ), here they were disregarded in favor of a larger pool of PAH spectra to draw from. In addition, the spectroscopic libraries contain harmonic spectra and the employed PAH emission model is far from sophisticated enough to reproduce all anharmonic aspects.
More specifically, one of the key limitations of the spectroscopic libraries at present is that there is only a limited number of large PAHs (N c > 50) with irregular edges/non-compact geometry. This results in a limited number of large PAHs with varying adjacency classes, which is particularly relevant for emission between 10-15 µm, as it is attributed to C-H out-of-plane motions of peripheral hydrogen atoms (Bauschlicher et al. 2018; Boersma et al. 2018) . However, this has potentially a big influence on the 7.7 µm PAH complex as well, as the associated emission is partially originating from C-H inplane motions of peripheral hydrogen atoms.
Regarding nitrogenated PAHs, superhydrogenated PAHs or PAHs with aliphatic sidegroups, the spectroscopic libraries of PAHdb only contain a few of these. As such, the limited sample hampers drawing any firm conclusion on the impact of these species on λ 7.7 .
Anharmonicity adds asymmetry with extended red wings to the emission profiles, which would translate into somewhat redder λ 7.7 positions that those reported here. However, it is difficult to predict its exact impact.
In summary, the current limitations affecting our study can largely be overcome by (1) the computation and addition of spectra from large PAHs covering all hydrogen adjacency classes and charge states to PAHdb; (2) the computation and addition of compact and irregular large PANH spectra in each charge state to PAHdb; and (3) the computation and addition of PAH spectra for large PAHs that treat anharmonicity and/or develop a PAH emission model that better treats anharmonicity. Work is currently underway dealing with each of these, as Ricca et al. (in progress) are computing the spectra for the necessary large PAHs and PANHs, and Mackie et al. (in progress) are computing anharmonic PAH spectra.
Astronomical picture
Here we present a largely qualitative sketch of the evolution of aromatic material through the life-cycle of low-and intermediate-mass stars in Fig. 12 . The life-cycle of PAHs-i.e., their formation, evolution and destruction-are, predictably, dependent on the environments in which they reside. Since the distinct PAH classes defined by Peeters et al. (2002 ), van Diedenhoven et al. (2004 and Matsuura et al. (2014) are linked to object type they must represent some manner of chemical and/or physical evolution of the PAH population when moving between object type. Thus, the following idealized picture emerges:
1. PAHs and other large complex molecules are thought to be formed in the ejecta of carbon-rich evolved stars through processes akin to soot chemistry and through incremental coagulation (e.g., Latter 1991; Frenklach & Feigelson 1989; Cherchneff 2011) . In this "bottom-up" formation process, PAHs are born into a shielded environment and are thought to represent a class C population, with the general consensus being that most of these PAHs are small and contain many aliphatic chains (e.g., Sloan et al. 2007 ). On the other hand, a "top-down" scenario has also been suggested, in which grains containing aromatic and aliphatic units shatter and fragment into PAHs (e.g., Pino et al. 2008; Carpentier et al. 2012) . Figure 12 . A simple and idealized depiction of the stellar life cycle of low and intermediate mass stars, overlaid with the evolution of aromatic material, i.e., of PAH and PAH-related species. Aromatic materials are formed in the ejecta of evolved stars, processed in the interstellar medium, and incorporated into young stellar systems. The classification of the 7.7 µm PAH complex is linked to object type: exposed interstellar environments show class A profiles while class B profiles are observed from circumstellar environments. See Section 4.5 for a discussion.
2. Over time the gentle winds produced by the evolved star push the PAHs into the interstellar medium. As it transitions into a planetary nebula with a hot (T eff > 100, 000 K) white dwarf at its center, the system passes through an intermediate protoplanetary nebula phase. In these far more exposed environments, the PAHs are processed by energetic far-UV, extreme-UV, and X-ray photons and through shocks driven by strong jets. Here the PAH population shifts from class C→B . It is at this stage that the PAHs are likely to lose any aliphatic side chains/groups and those at the smallest end of the size distribution will be culled.
3. Eventual dissipation of nebular material puts the surviving PAHs into the interstellar medium. The exposure to energetic photons and particles whittle the PAH population down even further to only its most stable members (e.g., Micelotta et al. 2011 ). In addition, strong interstellar shock waves from supernova explosions will affect the population, where sputtering can break down even the largest PAHs (e.g., Micelotta et al. 2012) . On the other hand, grain shattering and sputtering will replenish some of the population (Jones et al. 1996) . Here the population has shifted from class B→A and it is presumed that only the largest PAHs survive.
4. Ultimately the free-floating interstellar material will gather once more to form giant molecular clouds and in their dense star-forming cores the PAHs will freezeout onto icy grains (e.g., Bouwman et al. 2011b; Cook et al. 2015) . During this stage processing by energetic UV and cosmic rays will process the ice-locked PAHs, adding sidegroups as well as eroding them. Though some PAHs will be liberated by the occasional interaction with a penetrating cosmic ray, most will remain in stasis. While there are astronomical observations that indeed suggest the PAHs are frozen onto ices, as of yet there is no clear signature that allows band classifications (e.g., Hardegree-Ullman et al. 2014; Boogert et al. 2015) .
5. During the next phase of star formation, the forming protostar will heat up its surroundings and liberate the PAHs from their icy prisons. Despite possible alterations of the populations due to (photo-)chemical reactions with the ice (e.g., Bouwman et al. 2011a) , the conditions in the photo-dissociation regions associated with, for example, HAeBe stars are prone to drive the PAHs back to class A; i.e., any added peripherals are quickly lost while possibly promoting H 2 formation (see, e.g., Boschman et al. 2015 and references therein). Further processing of the PAHs occurs in the photosphere of the protoplanetary disk by stellar UV photons, X-rays, and energetic particles from the protosolar wind where they transition to a class B population (see e.g., Tielens 2013). In this environment, either the PAHs were able to retain (some of) the chemical alterations made to them in the ices or there is an on-going active chemistry (e.g., the dredge-up of material from the mid-plane to the surface of the disk).
6. Once the planetary system is formed, the PAHs will have been incorporated into the pebbles, planetesimals, and cometesimals that deliver much of the organic and volatile reservoir to emerging Earths. The PAHs themselves might even play an important role in the formation of life itself by providing a molecular framework for the construction of RNA (see Ehrenfreund et al. 2006) . As the stellar system ages, its star will move into an evolved phase and the entire cycle repeats.
Our work suggests that in each of the stages outlined above it is a significant change in the PAH size distribution that is driving the class conversion. However, it also becomes clear that the evolution of the PAH population on its route from the ejecta of evolved stars (class C→B) into the interstellar medium (class B→A) is different from the evolution it undergoes when moving from a circumstellar cloud (class A) to circumstellar disk (class B) environment.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The observed source-to-source variations in the appearance of the astronomical 7.7 µm PAH complex is profound. However, many years after the systematic classification by Peeters et al. (2002) , and subsequent introduction of class D by Matsuura et al. (2014) , what exactly drives these variations remains largely enigmatic. Over the years, several explanations have been proposed, including changes in PAH size distributions, aliphatic content, ionization fraction or heteroatom substitution. Utilizing the data and tools made available through the NASA Ames PAH IR Spectroscopic Database we synthesized PAH emission spectra to systematically examine the influence of different molecular parameters on λ 7.7 .
We find that in our synthesized spectra λ 7.7 is most sensitive to variations in PAH size and can generally accommodate shifts of ∼0.4 µm. The attachment of additional hydrogen atoms or aliphatic sidegroups only produces relatively minor shifts of ∼0.1 µm. This is after accounting for shifts driven by size, which are ∼0.2 µm in these species. Overall, the imposed PAH ionization fraction hardly affects λ 7.7 , producing a maximum shift of about 0.05 µm in pure PAHs and about 0.15 µm in those that have an aliphatic character. The synthesized spectra of PAHs containing nitrogen all display class A λ 7.7 profiles and appear insensitive to ionization fraction. Overall, we can accommodate class transitions from B→A, but fail with the C→B transitions.
Although, PAHs with bay regions produce emission near 8.2 µm (see Peeters et al. 2017 ) that is reminiscent of a class C emission profile (albeit slightly narrower). The synthesized PAH emission spectra show that variation in λ 7.7 can be driven, in order of maximum shift, by PAH size, aliphatic character and ionization fraction.
The astronomical picture that emerges is one where the changes the PAHs undergo on their way from the ejecta of evolved stars where they are formed (class C→B) into the ISM (class B→A) is different from the changes they undergo when moving from the circumstellar cloud (class A) into the circumstellar disk (class B) environment. The ebbing of (small) PAH sizes as they enter the interstellar medium does not work in reverse, in which interstellar PAHs are incorporated into newly-forming young stellar objects. PAH-ice chemistry may be part of the puzzle that explains the class A→B transition of cloud and disk material, such as in the HAeBe stars (which show a smooth distribution of λ 7.7 and T eff ).
Obviously, the results and their interpretations are inherently tied to the content and breadth of the data that is contained in the spectroscopic libraries of PAHdb and the accuracy of the employed PAH emission model. Looking forward, the addition of spectra from PAH classes that are currently underrepresented or missing (notably PAH species with a larger variation in sizes; edge structures and aliphatic content) and better treatment of anharmonicity in the PAH emission model should put our results on a stronger footing and possibly allow for a better understanding of the spectral class B→A transition in young stellar objects. In addition, the James Webb Space Telescope will allow us to capture the full near-to mid-infrared PAH spectrum with high spatial resolution, sensitivity, and resolving power, and help better distinguish the disk and cloud components (particularly for the HAeBe stars). MJS's research was supported by an appointment to the NASA Postdoctoral Program at NASA Ames Research Center, administered by the Universities Space Research Association under contract with NASA. CB is grateful for an appointment at NASA's Ames Research Center through San José State University Research Foundation (NNX14AG80A). CB's research was supported by NASA's ADAP program (NNH16ZDA001N). This work makes use of data and tools provided by the NASA Ames PAH IR Spectroscopic Database, which is being supported through a directed Work Package at NASA Ames titled: "Laboratory Astrophysics -The NASA Ames PAH IR Spectroscopic Database". We are grateful to Lou Allamandola and Jesse Bregman for the many insightful and lively discussions on the subject. Lastly, we thank the anonymous referee for her/his insightful comments and suggestions that have improved the paper.
APPENDIX
A. OBSERVATIONAL DATASET Table 1 lists the astronomical data collected from the literature for a wide variety of object-types, particularly for use in the λ 7.7 vs. T eff plot shown in Fig. 9 . 
